
Money creation and the mechanics of bubbles

■ The worst financial crisis in nearly 80 years brought with it a collapse

in share, commodity and housing prices and the near breakdown of

our global financial and monetary systems. We believe that the

creation and destruction of money, or liquidity, played a key role in

this crisis, and that, in fact, a sizeable expansion of the money supply

is a near prerequisite for large asset bubbles.

■ The second edition in this Bubble-ology series therefore examines

the poorly understood concepts of money creation and money

destruction, the role of central banks and some key characteristics of

our financial system, that lead us to believe that our monetary

system is inherently unstable and prone to bubbles.

■ We track money before, during and after the crisis and conclude

that while government and central bank measures will most likely

prevent Japanese style-deflation, they are possibly also setting the

stage for future asset price booms and busts.

Like the air we breathe, money surrounds us – vital, omnipresent, but

often invisible. And, like the air, its genesis – where it comes from and

how it enters the economy – is little understood beyond an intuitive level.

Money is simply there. We earn it, we spend it, we gain and we lose it. Its

"value" is imprinted on bills and certificates and minted on coins – but

what is behind these symbols?

In fact, despite its apparent simplicity, money is a complex and elusive

concept. Alan Greenspan, chairman of the US Federal Reserve Bank for

almost two decades, once reportedly said, "We just don’t know what

money is anymore." We tend to agree.

"Look up 'bubble' in an economic textbook and it’s

not there."

Robert J. Shiller and Arthur M. Okun

Yves Longchamp, strategist, UBS AG
Veronica Weisser , analyst, UBS AG
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As we observed when we launched our Bubble-ology series, an expanded

amount of money, or liquidity, is a prerequisite for large asset bubbles.
1

In this installment, we take a closer look at money itself and its

relationship with asset bubbles. We ask some fundamental questions:

■ What is money, and how does it come into being?

■ Why is our monetary system fragile and prone to bubbles?

■ How much control do central banks really have over total liquidity?

■ Can central banks control asset bubbles?

Finally, we will provide estimates for current total liquidity and examine

the prospects for future asset price bubbles.

The origins of specie

While most people have a good intuitive understanding of what money

is, very few people can actually explain how money is created. Broadly

speaking, money comes into being through four different mechanisms

(see Table 1). Classic money is created by either public or private

institutions in our conventional monetary system, while so-called shadow

money is created outside the conventional system with the help of

securities, issued either by public or private institutions. We take a closer

look at these mechanisms:

1. Classic money from public institutions

In today's fiat money systems
2
, central banks are empowered by

governments to create money. They do so by printing notes and minting

coins (physical money), or by writing a number into the electronic

accounts that commercial banks hold at the central bank (digital

money)
3
. Of course, this money is not simply given to commercial banks.

To receive it, a commercial bank must, say, sell the central bank some

assets – for instance, during a currency reform, it may sell its holdings of

the old currency; or it may sell its foreign-currency holdings. Additionally,

in so-called repurchase agreements, the central bank essentially lends

money to a commercial bank that has provided collateral and then pays

interest on the loan. In these ways classic public money, also known as

"outside" or "standard" money, is created in our conventional ("classic")

monetary system by a public institution, namely the central bank.

2. Classic money from private institutions

Conventional monetary systems have a second method of money

creation that is largely government-regulated but privately realized.

Called fractional reserve banking, this method allows banks that fulfill

certain government criteria to create money via the extension of credit,

also known as "inside" money. The text box explains when and how

credit creates new money.

Table 1: Four mechanisms of liquidity creation

Public money = Classic public money + Shadow public money*

Private money = Classic private money + Shadow private money**

Liquidity = Classic money + Shadow money
* collateral issued by public sector

** collateral issued by private institutions

Source: UBS WMR

"Would you know what money is, go borrow

some."

George Herbert
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Fractional reserve banking: the money multiplier

When Paul is in dire need of money and his friend Susan kindly loans him USD 100, Susan is well aware that until Paul has

repaid his debt to her, she cannot use that money. This is a private credit and no new money has been created: Susan's USD

100 has simply moved to Paul (while Susan now has Paul's promise of repayment).

Now, let's look at a credit provided through the banking system (called fractional reserve banking) - for discussion purposes, we

start off again with an economy with USD 100, which belong to Susan. This time Susan deposits her USD 100 at the bank in a

savings account. The bank assures her that she can access her money whenever she wants. At the same time, the government

allows her bank to lend a large portion of this money to others - the bank must retain only, say 10% as a security measure,

called a reserve requirement. Thus, Paul can borrow USD 90 of Susan's original USD 100 from the bank. How much money

exists in the economy now? Susan has USD 100 of money in her account, which she can use whenever she wants to; Paul has

USD 90, which he can spend. Thus, a total of USD 190 now exists, with new money of USD 90 having been created. It may

sound strange, but as long as the credit mechanism maintains Susan's purchasing power, while providing Paul with new

purchasing power, money has been created.

Let's go one step further. Say Paul deposits his USD 90 at a different bank, with the intention of using it at a later date. The

new bank again must only retain a fraction, again say 10%, of Paul's USD 90 and can lend the remaining 90%, or USD 81, to a

third person. In theory, this process can be repeated many times, each time with a lower amount of lent money. Thus, from

Susan's USD 100 of classic money from the central bank, the banking system can create a much larger amount of money. We

call this classic private money, as it is created in our conventional ("classic") monetary system, by private institutions (commercial

banks). Its amount is influenced by the money multiplier, which is the inverse of the reserve requirement and which defines the

maximum amount of new money that can be created. In our example, the money multiplier is 10, or (10%)
-1

= 10. Thus,

fractional reserve banking can turn Susan's USD 100 deposit into as much as USD 1000!

Indeed, in the real world, the proportion of classic money created by

private commercial banks is usually much larger than that of public

central banks.

3. and 4. Shadow money (public and private)

As early as 1935, the Austro-British economist and political philosopher

Friedrich von Hayek (1899–1992) expressed the idea that other forms of

money exist besides the classic kind. We now call these funds shadow

money (see Box).

Shadow money

"There can be no doubt that besides the regular types of the circulating medium, such as coin, notes [classic public money] and

bank deposits [classic public and private money], which are generally recognized to be money or currency, and the quantity of

which is regulated by some central authority [central bank and fractional reserve banking] or can at least be imagined to be so

regulated, there exist still other forms of media of exchange which occasionally or permanently do the service of money

[shadow money]. In particular, it is necessary to take account of certain forms of credit not connected with banks which help,

as is commonly said, to economize money, or to do the work for which, if they did not exist, money in the narrower sense of

the word [classic money] would be required. The criterion by which we may distinguish these circulating credits from other

forms of credit which do not act as substitutes for money is that they give to somebody the means of purchasing goods

without at the same time diminishing the money-spending power of somebody else."

Friedrich von Hayek, 1935

While classic money stems from our conventional monetary system, that

is, the central bank and the money creation mechanism of fractional

reserve banking, shadow money is a product of financial markets.

Corporations and financial institutions sometimes need large quantities of

liquidity for a certain time period, while others may have excess liquidity.

Markets enable those with excess liquidity to lend to those that require

liquidity. While these transactions can be structured in a variety of ways,

typical examples would in essence be collateralized loans, backed by

some tradable security. New money is created because the party

extending the credit maintains its purchasing power since the collateral it

receives can be used to borrow – that is, to receive money – from a third

party.

"Lost money is wept for with real tears."

Juvenal
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The key characteristic of shadow money is that it is created on the basis

of collateral in the form of tradable financial assets. Many types of

financial assets can be employed as collateral, including bonds from

governments and government-backed institutions ("public"), or

corporate bonds, covered bonds, stocks, options and structured products

issued by private institutions. The larger the capital market (i.e., the more

tradable securities that can be used as collateral), the more shadow

money can be created.

Thus, what we have come to know as financial engineering has been vital

to the growth of shadow money in recent years. The process of

securitizing the value of real world assets, such as property, has enabled a

transfer of their value into financial assets. Once these financial assets are

accepted by market participants, they can be used as collateral for loans,

creating yet more shadow money. As this collateral can be used to

generate yet more new money, it is itself essentially money. Indeed, we

can define shadow money as all tradable financial instruments that can

be easily transformed into cash. That is, they are liquid. While

government bonds are the most important form of shadow public

money, shadow private money includes all securities issued by private

institutions that are accepted as collateral for loans.

Fragile monetary system

While money can be created by the simple act of extending a loan,

money is destroyed whenever these loans are repaid. Simply stated, the

fragility of our monetary system, and its proclivity to experience bubbles

reflects the fact that in good times, factors promoting money creation

dominate; while when things turn bad, the factors that result in money

destruction prevail. In the following box, we illustrate the process of

creation and subsequent destruction of shadow money during the

financial crisis that erupted in 2008.

Liquidity and the 2008 financial crisis

In the years preceding the financial crisis, the global economy grew at a

rapid pace and the inflation rate remained low overall. Globalization was

at work. Asia became the world's workshop, manufacturing goods

cheaply as the global labor market was flooded by many millions of Asian

workers.

As inflationary pressure was negligible in the developed world, central

banks kept interest rates at low levels. In this environment, financial

institutions provided cheap and abundant credit to households, either for

consumption or for buying property. Credit was also liberally dispensed to

companies, enabling them to undertake investments aimed at meeting

the higher demand that was expected in the future. The money multiplier 

was hard at work, leading to a hefty expansion of classic private money.

Banks and other financial institutions held vast amounts of private-sector

credit securities on their balance sheets. The process of securitization -

that is, the transformation, or "packaging," of items of value into

marketable financial instruments - allowed financial institutions to

exchange instruments like mortgage-backed securities (MBS) and

collateralized debt obligations (CDO) for cash. Private shadow money thus

increased dramatically with the growing volume of instruments traded on

stock exchanges.

Fig. 1: Repo haircuts for different categories of
structured products

Source: Gorton and Metrick (2009)
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Indeed, while private money was in freefall as investors reduced credit (classic and shadow private money), there was a rush for

public money in the form of government bonds and paper money, considered safe. Following the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy,

cash was king and government bonds were the only financial asset that produced a positive return, implying that the demand for

public money was high.

New generations of financial instruments were created (for example, CDO2) and their increasing acceptance among market

participants made them close cousins to cash, dramatically inflating the quantity of private shadow money.

The abundance of liquid or cash-equivalent instruments then pursued investment opportunities in financial markets, fueling the

demand for risky assets and pushing prices ever higher, in a classic bubble-ology inflation dynamic.

Once interest rates had risen, however, mortgage loans became expensive and the housing market bubble burst. Investors lost

confidence in their investments as the expected returns suddenly seemed overrated. They began selling their risky assets (stocks, but

also MBSs, CDOs and CDO2s, to mention but a few), which only increased the price pressure on these securities. Since these

instruments were the collateral for loans that had created private shadow money, this money started to shrink, putting further

deflationary pressure on asset prices. A race against the clock ensued, and the loser was total liquidity.

As collateral values slid, a new weight was added: the ability to transform collateral into cash was reduced. Financial instruments are

usually exchanged for cash at a discount called the margin requirement or haircut. Imagine, for instance, that a market participant

had an instrument worth USD 100 before the bubble burst, which subsequently declined in value by 50%. The capacity to

transform this collateral into money was now not, as one might think, USD 50; in fact, it was even smaller. Haircuts increased from

virtually nil to often more than 40% (see Fig. 1). As the financial crisis fueled uncertainty, market participants finally got 40% less in

cash. Collateral that originally secured a loan of USD 100 eventually could only back a loan of USD 30. That's a haircut that hurts!

This discussion shows that our current monetary framework is in essence

pro-cyclical. This means that healthy economic growth sets off a chain

reaction of credit expansion, which results in the expansion of liquidity,

driving asset prices higher, which raises investor confidence and

encourages financial innovation and, thus, even more money creation,

which again fuels economic growth. The preconditions for bubbles can

quickly fall into place. Once the bubble dynamic is in motion, any

weakness in the economy will reverse the dynamic quickly: credit flows

shrink, thus money disappears, bursting the bubble, the value of the

collateral issued by the private institutions falls, destroying more money

and thus spreading uncertainty, finally resulting in an even weaker

economy. It seems that our conventional monetary system is fragile and

inherently prone to boom-and-bust cycles.

Fig. 2: Outstanding US public and private
sector debt
In thousand billion USD

 Outstanding private sector debt

 Outstanding public sector debt
Source: Reuters EcoWin, UBS WMR
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How much control do central banks have over total liquidity?

While central banks indeed control the creation of classic public money,

and have a strong influence on classic private money, they have much

less influence on shadow money. Only through their indirect influence on

the health of the broader economy and the prices of collateral on

financial markets do central banks exert influence on shadow money. In

essence, central banks' ability to control total liquidity is a bit like a

farmer trying to prod a cow in the right direction with a very long and

wobbly stick. In general the cow will react to the prodding – but the

reaction is not immediate, the stick not very precise and the speed, and

exact direction the cow will move in is anyone's guess.

Can central banks control bubbles?

"Control" might be too strong a word, but with their long and wobbly

sticks, central banks are able to significantly influence an economy's total

liquidity, however imperfectly. But, so far, they have not considered this

an essential task.

While central banks routinely reduce liquidity when an excess starts to

increase consumer price inflation, most central banks have not reacted

when property or stock market prices rose amidst increased liquidity.

Controlling this so-called asset price inflation, which often develops into a

bubble, might result in reduced liquidity expansion and fewer bubbles,

Central banks' ability to control total liquidity is a

bit like a farmer trying to prod a cow in the right

direction with a very long and wobbly stick.

"The Fed, in effect, has become a serial bubble

blower."

Stephen Roach
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but this role is not included in official central bank mandates and thus is

largely ignored by central banks. It is also a societal issue as setting a

target for asset price inflation means limiting an increase in investors'

wealth. On the other hand, allowing asset price inflation distorts the

distribution of wealth, as it increases wealth only for those who already

own these assets.

Mopping up the mess

While preventing bubbles is not generally recognized as a primary task by

most central banks, mopping up the post-bubble mess is. To mitigate the

immediate effects of a crisis, central banks generally try to inflate the

amount of public money (classic and shadow) by dramatically lowering

interest rates, so as to replace the private money destroyed.
4

If this is not

enough, as was the case in the latest crisis, central banks engage in

quantitative easing, which is central-bank jargon for printing money, in

order to further increase the quantity of classic public money.

They can even decide to go a step further: To prevent the private

securities used as collateral from losing too much value, central banks can

buy these securities from financial institutions, thereby limiting the

downward price spiral. This essentially means taking ownership of

shadow private money while replacing it in the financial market with

classic public money that is newly created by the central bank.

Governments also tend to expand government debt by issuing sovereign

bonds during crisis, thus increasing the potential shadow public money.

These measures are all aimed at reversing the downward spiral of money

destruction and asset price declines to finally restore confidence in the

markets.

If it walks like money and talks like money, is it really money?

It is not always easy to distinguish between classic, shadow, public and

private money, since, once it has been created, any type of money

becomes exchangeable with any other type of money. In fact, all types of

money can equally be used to trade, invest or purchase goods and

services. Already in 1935, Hayek believed that economic analysis should

take all these different types of money into account (see quote on the

right).

The distinguishing characteristics of these different types of money are

elusive and not apparent in their use. After all, they are interchangeable.

But very different forces are at work in their creation and in their

destruction. While private money (both classic and shadow) looks and

acts like money in good times, it is destroyed much more easily when

things turn bad. Credit demand is reduced (classic private), collateral

values fall and haircuts are increased (shadow private money). Thus,

private money is pro-cyclical, while classic public money is dependent on

central bank actions, which are usually anti-cyclical, since central banks

expand their liquidity during crises.

"[While] for certain practical purposes, we are

accustomed to distinguish these forms of media of

exchange [shadow money] from money proper

[classic money] as being mere substitutes for

money, it is clear that, other things equal, any

increase or decrease of these money substitutes

will have exactly the same effects as an increase or

decrease of the quantity of money proper [classic

money], and should therefore, for the purposes of

theoretical analysis, be counted as money

[liquidity]."

Friedrich von Hayek
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Estimating total liquidity today

"It is better to be roughly right than precisely wrong" said John Maynard

Keynes and, indeed, this is our humble aim in approaching the complex

task of estimating total liquidity today. Considering the vast and dynamic

nature of money, and the lack of reliable data in some areas, our

estimates can only represent broad approximations of liquidity.

Our proxy for classic public money is the so-called monetary base, while a

widely used monetary aggregate, called M2, is used as a proxy for classic

private money. The M2 aggregate roughly represents the creation of

money by commercial banks. Moreover, when divided by the monetary

base, it gives an estimate of the money multiplier. Figure 3 shows that, as

loans were repaid and new loans were not extended during the crisis, the

money multiplier fell sharply. Classic private money could only be

maintained close to previous levels due to a rapid expansion of classic

public money by the US Federal Reserve. We assess the size of shadow

money by estimating all the credit instruments the financial sector holds

on its balance sheet and applying an approximate historical haircut to

private collateral. Shadow money is estimated only for the US, as data for

other countries is largely unavailable or not comparable.

Evidence from the repo market in the US and in Europe suggests that

haircuts have increased by 20% and 30%, respectively, from the

markets' peak (see Fig. 4). Also, Fig. 1 (on page 4) indicates that average

haircuts on structured products increased to roughly 40% in early 2009.

Based on these indications, we estimate the size of shadow private

money according to two scenarios for the US. In scenario 1, the haircut

increases to 20%, in scenario 2 it peaks at 40%, as depicted in Fig. 5.

Shadow money drives liquidity creation

Our calculations (see Table 2) show that shadow money is by far the most

important component of liquidity. According to our estimates for the US,

it was roughly USD 37.5 trillion at its peak in the second quarter of 2008,

just prior to the collapse of Lehman Brothers, representing more than

80% of total liquidity. It is interesting to note that the share of shadow

money relative to total liquidity increased from 60% in the early 1950s to

more than 80% in the first half of 2008. This represents an increase by a

factor of 75 since the 1950s, while classic money increased only by a

factor of 25 in the same period. This divergence between classic and

shadow money reflects the growing importance of financial markets

since the Second World War.

The other development of note is the massive increase in shadow public

money in the form of credit instruments that have a state guarantee –

Treasuries, municipal and agency paper, as well as securities backed by

government-sponsored entities (GSEs). At USD 8.5 trillion before the

crisis, shadow public money has increased by 20% over the past 12

months to 10.2 trillion, mainly due to the issuance of government debt to

fund the US fiscal stimulus program. According to our calculations,

shadow public money is currently approximately equivalent in size to total

classic money.

Shadow private money had the largest effect on total liquidity during the

2008 financial crisis. According to our scenarios, it contracted sharply by

between USD 4.7 and 10.5 trillion (see Fig. 6). This effect resulted in total

liquidity for the US shrinking by between 7% and 20% during the crisis

(see Fig. 7). It is this destruction of money that spurred fears of deflation

Fig. 3: US classic money

 US, multiplier  US, Monetary base, USD  US, M2, USD
Source: Reuters EcoWin, UBS WMR
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Fig. 4: Repo market size in Europe and US
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Fig. 5: Haircut scenarios
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Table 2: US liquidity during the crisis

Public money = Classic public money + Shadow public money

Private money = Classic private money + Shadow private money

Liquidity = Classic money + Shadow money

US liquidity in trillion USD in 2Q 2008 

Before the collapse of Lehman Brothers

9.322 (20%) = 0.828 (2%) + 8.494 (18%)

36.672 (80%) = 7.666 (17%) + 29.006 (63%)

45.994 (100%) = 8.494 (18%) + 37.500 (82%)

US liquidity in trillion USD in 2Q 2009

Latest data, based on haircut scenario 2

11.934  (28%) = 1.733 (4%) + 10.201 (24%)

31.030  (72%) = 8.332  (19%) + 22.698 (53%)

42.964 (100%) = 10.065  (23%) + 32.899 (77%)

Source: UBS WMR, as of 23 October 2009
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– less liquidity would result in falling prices, as seen during the Great

Depression in the 1930's. However, the US government's reflation

efforts, i.e., the measures it undertook to return liquidity to previous

levels, have succeeded in spurring a rebound of total liquidity, as shown

in Fig. 7.

Conclusion

Our calculations show that a huge amount of money was destroyed

during the latest crisis, but not all types of money were equally affected.

Rather, it was shadow private money that assumed the starring role in

the process. It grows the fastest during the good times and is destroyed

most quickly when the bad times hit. The rapid expansion and

contraction of shadow private money is mirrored in the rise and fall of

asset prices during bubbles. It is also the main beneficiary of financial

innovation that creates new types of securities that can be used as

collateral. Thus, financial innovation coupled with a broad confidence in

the future increases the amount of shadow private money available, and

this often flows into bubbles.

So, is financial innovation the problem?

Larry Neal, Professor Emeritus of Economics the University of Illinois and a

specialist in financial market history, claims that, "Financial innovation

and economic growth go together – in the long run. In the short term,

financial crises are the rule." If the money supply can not be expanded,

then a commendable entrepreneurial project, for example, might never

be realized, because the necessary start-up capital could not be raised.

Micro-credits in developing countries are a good example of how an

economy's ability to create money and make it available for promising

ideas can reap considerable long-term commercial and social rewards.

However, in the short term, financial innovation can produce too much

money, which, if it finds no productive entrepreneurial ideas to invest in,

tends to flow into "hot" investments. If a stock market rises sharply, but

the companies do not succeed in increasing their profits in line with their

higher share prices, they will become unattractive to investors and the

bubble will burst.

When that happens, money is destroyed and asset prices fall. In the latest

crisis, central banks acted swiftly to replace destroyed money with newly

created money. They also try to restore confidence and the creation of

private money. Our calculations suggest that these attempts have been

fairly successful. Total liquidity for the US is now close to, but still below,

its previous levels. It seems likely that central banks have, for now,

managed to avoid a Japanese-style deflation. However, very serious risks

remain. Once central banks start to withdraw their monetary stimulus, a

renewed cycle of money destruction and recession cannot be excluded. If

they do not withdraw the money recently created, liquidity can become

excessive, resulting again in "too much money chasing too few assets" –

setting the stage for future asset price booms and busts.

In sum, we believe that our conventional monetary system is less than

ideal. Its greatest deficiency, perhaps, is its pro-cyclical nature, which

inherently promotes unsustainable asset booms that eventually collapse.

But this is the system we have, at least for the foreseeable future. We are

well advised to understand money, its origins, types and functions. We

are also well advised to keep an eye on today's money creation and

destruction. "Knowledge is power," said Sir Francis Bacon back in the

sixteenth century. It is surely a vital tool for us to navigate today's stormy

investment seas.

Fig. 6: US shadow private money in USD bn
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Fig.7: US total liquidity in USD bn
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"A dollar is something that you multiply –

something that causes an expansion of your house

and your mechanical equipment, something that

accelerates like speed; and that may be also slowed

up or deflated. It is a value that may be totally

imaginary, yet can for a time provide half-realized

dreams."

Edmund Wilson
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1
Small bubbles, such as those limited to, say, a single company's stock price, and thus with no systemic consequences, do not

necessarily require significant liquidity creation. For example, the Poseidon bubble in 1969-1970, named for the Poseidon mining

company, which discovered a promising nickel source in Australia, was not necessarily the result of increased liquidity. Rather,

the bubble was driven by excessive optimism, sending Poseidon's share price from AUD 0.80 to above AUD 250 before the

bubble burst.
2

Fiat money has no intrinsic value as a physical commodity. It derives its value from a government that declares it to be legal

tender; that is, it must be accepted as a form of payment within the national boundaries of a country for payment of all goods,

services and repayment of debts.
3

Digital and physical money are equivalent, although digital money exists only in the form of bank records. Despite being

intangible, digital money performs the same functions as physical money, since electronic transfers or payment by debit card are

equally accepted as forms of payment, just like notes and coins. All other mechanisms for creating money that we will discuss in

this paper create digital money only – however, due to the equivalence of these types of money, this distinction is largely without

consequence for our discussion.
4

Note that although classic public money was destroyed at the beginning of the 2008 crisis due to high central bank interest

rates, its destruction was limited as interest rates were rapidly cut. Shadow public money was mostly unharmed as government

debt even rose in value during the crisis. However, private money, both classic and shadow, was caught in the undertow of

money destruction.
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